
“WHOSE” 

 We use “whose” to express a relationship of 
possession, usually between two people, animals or 
things. The same form is used for sg. and pl. 

 

 E.g. That´s the puppy whose mother is John´s bitch. 
 E.g. Alan is the boy whose brother won the match. 
 E.g. My car is the one whose wheels are punctured. 
 E.g. The building on the corner is the one whose 

 windows need to be repaired. 



“WHOM” 

 “Whom” is another relative pronoun which refers 
to people and which is used after prepositions. 
Notice English prepositions usually go at the end of 
the sentence but, sometimes, they can appear before 
the relative pronoun “whom” and that is considered 
formal language. 

 

 E.g. (Informal) Nigel is the person who I bought this 
watch for. 

 (Formal) Nigel is the person for whom I bought this 
watch. 



Further examples… 

 E.g. (Informal) Michelle was who I went to the cinema 
with. 

 (Formal) Michelle was with whom I went to the cinema. 
 E.g. (Informal) Ken Follet is the author who The Pillars of 

the Earth was written by. 
 (Formal) Ken Follet is the author by whom The Pillars of 

the Earth was written. 
 E.g. (Informal) Shanon is the woman who I talked to you 

of/about last week. 
 (Formal) Shanon is the woman of/about whom I talked to 

you last week. 
 

 



 
 
 

 
 Fill in the gaps with the right relative 

pronoun or adverb. 

 1 The pupil ______ books aren´t tidied won´t get any 
prize. 

 2 The candidate ______ design we consider as the best is 
you! 

 3 That one to _______ I sent the letter is your aunt. 
 4 It´s not me _______ left the door open! 
 5 _______ colour do you like more: blue or red? 
 6 Do you know _______ they put the car key? 
 7 The guy _______ mother works at hospital is my 

partner in my salsa class. 
 8 There is the town _______ my parents were born. 

 
 
 



Guess the Word! 

 1 (Job) 
 -It´s somebody who repairs cars, motorbikes and alike. 
 -It´s someone who works in a garage. 
 -It´s a job in which you get dirty, especially your hands. 

 
 2 (Object) 
 -It´s something you take with you when going shopping. 
 -It´s usually a small thing to carry in your pocket or 

handbag. 
 -It´s something which contains the money or card you 

need for paying. 
 



 3 (Animal) 
 -It´s an animal which can fly. 
 -It´s usually very colourful and it´s an exotic bird. 
 -It´s a bird which can learn to repeat short sentences. 

 
 4 (Place) 
 -It´s where little kids like spending time in. 
 -It´s somewhere where you can go for a picnic. 
 -It´s a place where you can sit on the grass and see 

children having fun on the playground. 



 Provide three definitions for your partner to 
guess: 
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